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One of the things that
I have learned in these
43 years of ministry is
that endurance is a
quality that God expects us to manifest. In
the chair department
of a certain furniture
store there is a glass
box with what is called
the durability test. They
have a mechanism
that simulates someone sitting on the
chair, and they say the
chair was used 10
times a day for 10
years and it’s still like
new and in its original
shape. They want to
sell the chair by showing how durable it is.
In 2 Timothy 4:7 Paul
says, "I have fought a
good fight, I have
finished [my] course, I
have kept the faith."
THE WORD OF GOD

ASSURES US THAT WE
CAN FINISH WHAT
GOD CALLS US TO DO.
The real durability trial
of faith is not a simulation. In our lives we will
be put to the test. Many
times we think we are
faithful and ready to
endure anything, but
God will often allow us
to go through hardships in order to help us
prove our genuineness.
His intention is not to
see us failing the test,
but to help us learn lessons on how to endure
our trials through faith.
Overcoming the obstacles of life require an
enormous amount of
commitment, sacrifice,
and discipline. Perseverance reveals the genuineness of our faith. Because Christ lives in us,
we can remain courageous and hopeful to
the end. We are not
saved by being steadfast and firm in our
faith, but our courage

and hope do reveal
that our faith is real.
Without this enduring
faithfulness, we could
easily be blown away
by the winds of temptation, false teaching,
or persecution. Perseverance reveals genuine believers. To believe in Jesus and
stand “firm to the end”
will take endurance,
because our faith will
be challenged and
opposed. Severe trials
will sift t the rue Christians from fair-weather
believers. Enduring to
the end does not earn
salvation for us but
marks us as already
saved. The assurance
of our salvation will
keep us going through
the times of persecution because we have
purposed in our heart
that “I CAN DO ALL
THINGS THROUGH
JESUS CHRIST WHO
STRENGTHENS ME.”
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By Gisla Bush

“There is No Testimony Without a Test”
THE TEST: Can you believe God for the impossible?
I have fond memories of my dad clutching the butcher’s knife to rip into the big, juicy, red
watermelon. My sisters and I anxiously waited with mouths watering to be given our
measly slice, which we gobbled down to the rind. Watermelon was, is and will always be
my favorite fruit. There is no better eating than biting into the sweet, crunchy, red goodness.
During my 6th pregnancy, watermelon was like a drug; I was hooked. Unfortunately, I
ran my husband ragged. It mattered not to me whether it was spring, summer, fall or
winter. I needed my watermelon. I usually yearned for it at the most ungodly hour, right
before my husband’s bedtime. However, Bobby was a trooper and most of his efforts were crowned with success. But the day
came when his best effort wasn’t enough. It was February, in the dead of winter when even the tasteless watermelons were
not available. Try as he might, his offers of cantaloupe and honeydew melon fail shamefully short. The pangs of defeat engulfed me. What was I to do? There was nothing I could do, but waddle in misery in hopes that the insatiable craving would
cease or be satisfied.

THE TESTIMONY: My brother planned to visit our parents in Tampa for the weekend and promised he would purchase several watermelons from the market half a mile from our old home. Elated, I was beginning to taste the watermelon already! The
doctor ordered bedrest so with nothing else to do, I day-dreamed and patiently awaited his return scheduled for Sunday.
The phone rang. It was my mother. She greeted me as usual, then broke the news,
“...Junior was not able to get your watermelon.”
I was aghast! I sat bewildered wondering if I’d heard her correctly? She explained that the market only sold the personal watermelon the size of a cantaloupe for ten dollars! My heart sunk deep in my chest. My day was ruined. I didn’t want to talk anymore.
As I reminisce about that day years later, I can still feel the pangs of disappointment from hearing her dreaded words. After
hanging up, I slumped into the chair like a baby overwhelmed by grief; 3 hours later my husband walked in.
“Gisla,” he called, “I have some watermelons.”

It couldn’t be! I perked my head to hear what he said. He was outside when a stranger parked his truck in front of our
house. The gentleman exited the truck and offered for Bobby to take as many watermelons as he like for FREE. My husband
selected several from the bed of the truck that was filled with them.

TESTIFY, continued on page 7
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A Case for Church Ministry Are You Still Motivated to Serve?
By Deacon Alvin C. Romer
At the outset of any new year most of us tend to evaluate priorities—resolutions as they are
called. I believe that one of the problems is that there’s not enough assessment in how we
serve the Lord. Inasmuch as the pandemic has created a new way of doing things. Ecclesiastical order has suffered with apathy and apostasy. Sheer numbers tell the story—youth are leaving the church, people are still in a quandary whether to mask or unmask; and in some quarters, the scramble to challenge change is fraught with indecision. With all of the above being
transparent, is it safe to say that churches are not as significant as the types of ministry being
initiated and supported therein? Is there such a thing as too much praise, or too much worship
without adjunct support from those who are guided by spiritual intonation? Absolutely not! In
the grand scheme of things, what we are facing as we have regrouped, there should be a better sense of purpose. With the aforementioned Covid tinged pandemic lingering in our diaspora there should be no wavering obedience to what we all should be doing. These questions were heavy on my mind
now that we are actively churching in spite of the perils still lurking in our midst. The purpose of this piece is to pay homage to the importance of church ministry and to urge participatory value. It can be said adamantly that church service,
individual exhortation, or any collective adulation in a spiritual vein cannot be dismissed or compromised relative to its
reverence to whom is being exalted where church ministries are concerned. Whether it’s to get you in the mood, or to
pay homage accordingly to the Lord, we all must not forget God’s bride as an expected modus operandi. Moreover, active participation in any given church ministry represents a management in God’s grace. Think about it: It’s grace that
redeems us, forgives us, and continues to equip us, ultimately becoming matters of stewardship in how we should serve.
When it comes to serving there can always be unity in diversity. All of the structural bodies (in church) are designed to
work together making well-rounded initiatives, teaching skills, gaining experience and helping to hone the act of giving
something back to it. I say this simply because while there’s a diverse range of gifts that exist within our church, we
should be working toward one goal—adhering to Ephesians 12:4. We learn that the aim and purpose of ministry is to
build up the body of Christ…to equip the saints for the work of ministry, emboldening all of the operatives for active motivation!
I can honestly say that anything with reasonable upsides would be a plus to not only gauge interest, but would be
great for strength in numbers to support such an engaging concept. Undoubtedly there are a plethora of subjective matters that can allow this type of operation to be a catalyst for positive awareness. I’m personally excited by the proposed
offerings that would allow people to voice opinions and ultimately be part of grassroots efforts for this situation to go
beyond a lackadaisical mindset. Ultimately, a proactive praise and worship situation creating synergy would be key. Anything in the planning stages without ample support from all segments of influential verve would be fraught with danger
in lieu of it becoming just good intent without representation. There are quite a few people around the country who
have similar thoughts—namely Dr. Tony Evans with his Urban Alternative; my Morehouse classmate Chris Howell who
has allowed his radio program to galvanize whole urban synergistic efforts for supportive housing; including an Army
buddy of mine, Hank Wall out of High Point, NC who is winning souls with helping disadvantaged youth, just to name a
few. All of these guys started with a ministerial approach allowing them to give access to their communities via a praise
and worship concept. They are vivacious and vibrant, reverently picking up the gauntlet and running a productive race
for the Lord. It has worked in their communities and it can work here. Are you still willing to do what is reasonably apropos to stick and stay with ministries that you are involved in? With that said, Steven Williams, who currently is head of the
More Than Conquerors Ministry here at Koinonia is campaigning for more vibrancy in that particular ministry. He’s calling
on all to give testaments and testimonies for it. He shares his concerns elsewhere in this publication, giving unique insights to a plan of action. Read it for contemplation.
CATBIRD SEAT, continued on page 5
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In Our Humble Opinion
Should You Prepare for a Recession?
By Ian & Donna Clarke
A recession, as defined by The National Bureau of Economic Research, is a significant
decline in economic activity spread across the economy, normally visible in production,
employment, and other indicators. During a recession, the economy struggles, people
lose work, companies make fewer sales and the country's overall economic output declines. A recession begins when the economy reaches a peak (high point) of economic
activity and ends when the economy reaches its trough (low point) or simply stated by
Dave Ramsey, “The economy is in a funk.”

Since 1854, the United States has experienced 30 plus recessions. The average time of a
recession can be anywhere from months to a couple of years. Our last recession was in
2020, which came and left so quickly many of us did not recognize we were in a recession—we missed the economic warnings that would indicate such. Listed are several economic signs indicating we are in or
approaching a recession: less consumer spending; rapid rise in unemployment rate—lost jobs; new car sales drop; prolong losses in the stock market; the rise in credit card debt and late payments; bankrupt businesses; rising interest rates; decrease in construction; and an increase in home foreclosures. What can you do to best prepare yourself for a recession?
The tips below are from mint.intuit.com:

•Evaluate your budget every month to see what expenses could be kicked to the curb. Are you spending too much
on clothes? Only buy what you need and opt for generic over name-brand products to save a couple extra dollars.
•Increase your savings budget as much as you can. After slimming down your extra expenses, set up higher automatic payments to your emergency fund. If you lose your job or have car troubles, you’ll have your emergency fund there to
help out.
•Focus on contributing more of your income to debt that holds the highest interest rates. While doing so, consider
paying off tax deductible debt accounts, like educational loans, to get cash back during tax season.
•Try to maintain your budgeted contributions. It can be intimidating to put money in while a recession is looming but
keeping up with these can benefit you in the long-term.
•Avoid making emotional money decisions. If the market takes a turn for the worse, consider riding it out for any upswings. Reach out to a trusted financial advisor before making any huge changes.
•Use free online learning platforms like YouTube, expert guides, LinkedIn courses, and assessments to boost your resume. Add every certificate you earn along the way to your resume—this will help prove your eagerness to learn. Increasing your skills could, in turn, increase your value and earning potential.

•Consider starting a passion project to bring in supplemental income. Invest time in creating an e-book, online course,
or blog on a skill that you’ve mastered and could use to earn passive income. Directly deposit your side hustle earnings
into your savings account for an extra financial cushion.
•Master your digital and in-person networking skills by attending networking events each month. Meet with industry
professionals to offer your skills, learn from them, and establish long-lasting business connections. Down the road, these
connections could open up career opportunities or expert-level business advice.
Recessions are inevitable and it affects us all differently. In our humble opinion, if you pay attention to the warning signs of a
recession and maintain or work towards your financial stability, the negative impact of this temporary economic decline will be
lessened.

Learn, execute, share the knowledge.
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HEALTHY IS AS HEALTHY DOES
Health Tips and Advice by Sara M. Snell

Benefits of Walking
Why Walk?
According to the American College of Sport Medicine, walking is a great choice for a
physically active lifestyle since it can be done almost anywhere and at any time and
the only equipment required is a sturdy pair of shoes.
Walking improves the strength of your heart and lungs by helping them to
work efficiently.
It protects your health such as: lowering your blood pressure, increasing your
energy level, reducing the risk of heart disease, improving sleep and also
slowing down the aging process.
Walking is considered low impact because it puts very little strain on your bones
and joints.
You can strengthen most of the major muscle groups in your thighs, buttocks and legs, and improve the strength and
overall health of your bones.
Regular walking can help you burn calories and also help you to maintain or lose weight.

Finding the Right Shoes:
Selecting the proper footwear can make a big difference in how much you enjoy walking. Without the proper support, illfitting shoes can cause pain anywhere in your body.

Tips from American College of Sports Medicine for selecting a good walking shoe:





Try on shoes at the end of the day when your feet are tired and swollen.
Wear the same type of socks that you will be wearing on your walks.
Your heal should fit firmly and without slipping and you should be able to wiggle all your toes.
Be sure to try both the left and right shoe. Test them on both carpeted surfaces and hard surfaces before buying them.

Bottom Line: Although, walking improves you physically, it also supports your emotional and spiritual being. It gives you a
chance to slow, to relax, to appreciate yourself and the life that God has given you. (NIV- Genesis 2:7- Then the Lord God
formed man of dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and a living man became being.)
CATBIRD SEAT, continued from page 3
I close with a heavy heart hoping that rebounds are equivalent to renewed
quests for us to understand how God wants us not only to be diligent, but with
a giving and sharing spirit. If you are content languishing in a lackadaisical mindset, you are not proactive in doing more. Remember that teamwork makes the
dream work, and there will always be strength in numbers. In unity, we want to
be good stewards of what God has given; we want to be good stewards here at
Koinonia as gospel; we want to encourage and edify our brothers and sisters in
Christ. We want to be more of a good steward in our physical and financial assets, too. “So, as the Holy Spirit says: ‘Today, if you hear his voice, do not harden
your hearts’” (Hebrews 3:7). Let us look to Jesus, our Apostle, our High Priest,
the author and prefecter of our faith. Let us strengthen our arms and knees, and
run with endurance the endeavors set before us. For we aspire to ascertain a
kingdom that cannot be shaken, a kingdom of incomparable glory. Therefore,
“let us be thankful, and so worship God acceptably with reverence and
awe” (Hebrews 12:28). On a personal note, and despite my physical handicaps, I
march on albeit on wheels of wisdom!
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…No, in ALL these things, WE ARE
MORE THAN CONQUERORS
…through Him that loved us.” Rom. 8:37

by Steven B. Williams

“As I endeavor to allow God to use me right where I am, I recognize, like Paul that I have not yet
arrived. I press on as He leads me to meet those that may be stuck where I was. Indeed, I am so
grateful that like many of you, God loved me enough despite my sinfulness to look beyond my
faults, and fulfill my need. He meets us at our point of need and loves us too much to have left us
where he found us.” ~ SBW
Why Are You Here? We come to get and stay to give. Ultimately, we can’t keep what we’re not willing to share. In fact, I
saw God’s grace upon arriving at Koinonia & amp; recognized that there were others who were willing to openly share,
without pretense what God was doing in their lives. The truth is, none of us has arrived and I’m reminded of the scripture in 1
Corinthians 6 it states that, “We were once like them and God, through His Son who is still working on us, has made us right
with God. It doesn’t matter whether we identify with the same sin which separated us from His power. In the March 16,
1992, edition of The Miami Herald, the writer affirmed that many in the KWC congregation had in their past lives, “made
careers of having done the devil’s work”. For example: members included former incarcerated personnel, drug dealers,
murderers, and common street workers along with those who lied, stole and cheated, and even others who were caught
doing their dirt. These same folks once felt that “religion offered nothing” for people like them. Soon, they found themselves
loved, accepted, transformed and thriving as they experienced God’s promises as a result of the renewing of their minds. The
gospel brought restoration, and many became Pastors, preachers, ministers, teachers and witnesses of God’s transforming
power. The article also spoke of the array of ministries established to minister to” the ghetto” according to Pastor Jones.
What Has God Done In Your Life? The More Than Conquerors ministry recognizes that sharing ones’ testimony, while blessing both the hearer and doer expresses what God has done for them. We encourage you to come and share your experience, strength and hope with us as we share with many who are exploring how to begin walking after the spirit. Our Friday
night ministry format incorporates taking a stepwise journey into the Word of God as we explore how spiritual principles
gleaned from the scriptures like Love, Faith, Honesty, Courage, Humility, Confession, Forgiveness, Willingness, Discipline and
Goodwill which are being employed in our daily walk through the power of the Holy Spirit. Recently, Pastor Jones reminded
us that right now at Koinonia he has seen many folks come out of some hard trials and overcome difficult situations that don’t
look like what they have been through; he also advised that “waiting on the Lord is not, laying down, but waiting as a waiter
serves tables - using our gift to facilitate our purpose despite current circumstantial challenges. He also expounded on the fact
how the Bible reminds us that we have been overcome by the blood of the Lamb and the word of our testimony, which is
found in Revelation 12:11.
Today, the More Than Conquerors ministry is endeavoring to carry on this rich tradition. We minister weekly to people in
rehabilitation centers including, Jefferson Reeves House, Broward Outreach Centers, the Miami Rescue Mission and New Hope Corps, in Homestead. On every other Friday (since the Pandemic) we have ministered live and via ZOOM to help the public recognize that God is still on the throne and changing lives. Additionally, we are collaborating with other ministries, planning to produce a Community Resource Guide. We continue to provide referrals and assist individuals needing to access
treatment or housing resources.
In summation, let me share with you a poignant testimony of faith: Gloria Henriquez-Knox, who shared a mindset on being
more than a conqueror states that, “The More Than Conquerors ministry is about achieving a change in a lifestyle without
drugs or any other vices we may have used in the past, even those prescribed by doctors. When we do too much of anything
it’s gluttony which God says is sinful. (Proverbs 23: 20-21). We need to understand that it is not just about what we put in our
bodies, but what was inherited that’s in our bodies, such as selfishness, pride, unforgiveness, disobedience, hatred, impurity,
greed, and unbelief. These are what we address in this ministry. Everyone needs help in at least one of these things. But for
change to happen, we first need to acknowledge that we need help. Accepting Jesus, God’s son to gain His Holy spirit is to
help us as we go forward. We have come to understand that there can be no real change without Jesus. When we make the
decision to make U-turns, we find we can get on the right, narrow road. 2 Corinthians 5:17 admonishes us to realize that if
any man endeavors to be in Christ, he is a new creature. Thus, old things are passed away where all things become new. Being More than Conquerors, we will be victorious over the enemy in Jesus’ name.”
Join us at More Than Conquerors ministry every other Friday in person and on ZOOM in the KWC fellowship hall from 6:45
to 8:00 pm. You may check with the church office or call (786) 344-5501 for our schedule or for more information. The
ZOOM Meeting ID is: 294 414 4578; the Passcode is 025325. See you soon!
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Happy Birthday, Dr. Jones

MINISTRY: NOON DAY PRAYER
Brothers and sisters let's take a moment at 12 pm (noon), every day to
join in collectively with all Koinonites and pray together for each other.

Leaders
Pastor Clifford Taylor
Sister Maxine Phelps

TESTIFY, continued from page 2
The watermelon man said he’d stopped because he didn’t want the watermelons to go bad. (How did he obtain a load of
watermelons in the dead of winter? And why was he cruising my street? Was this an angel that God sent to attend to my
needs?) He got back in his truck and left. Although the watermelon man said he did not want his produce to be ruined, he
did not stop anywhere within my husband’s view, nor honk his horn to acknowledge his presence in my neighborhood
(which is not uncommon when a driver wants to sell his goods.) I was happier than a fat kid in a candy store! I asked in
utter excitement, “How many did you get?”
“Three for us.” he stated.
“Why didn’t you get more?” I rebuked. As the words departed my lips, I reflected,

“Be thankful that you have watermelons.”
I was. I was so grateful and excited God answered my physical and emotional needs without me even praying. For that moment in time, it was like I was God’s only begotten child in whom He was well pleased. What a miracle! This watermelon
miracle planted an imperishable seed of faith that will never be forgotten. Faith for the impossible has remained my practice
because of God's unquestionable love for me and revelation of Himself.
“Even before a word is on my tongue, behold, O Lord, you know it altogether.” Psalm 139:4. God is mindful of me and He is
mindful of you. He revealed Himself to me and desires to reveal Himself to you. He is so faithful to me. This is why, in turn, I
want to be faithful to Him. There lives my mantra: “Without faith it is impossible to please Him.” Hebrews 11:6.

FOOD FOR FAITH: He knows our desires before we even ask. God is faithful to fulfill the tiniest to the biggest desires of
our hearts. All we must do is ask Him in earnest and believe.
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Truism - an undoubted or self-evident truth
“YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT TO BELIEVE… UNTIL IT’S TIME
TO BELIEVE IT.”

~DR. Eric h. jones, jr.
GET YOUR LAUGH ON - COMEDY FROM DEACON CRAIG SMITH
Moses, Jesus, and an old, bearded man were out playing golf one day.
Moses pulled up to the tee and drove a long one. It landed in the fairway but rolled directly
toward a water trap. Quickly, Moses raised his club, the water parted and it rolled to the
other side safe and sound.
Next, Jesus strolls up to the tee and hits a nice long one directly toward the same water trap.
It landed directly in the center of the pond and kind of hovered over the water. Jesus casually walked out on the pond and chipped it up onto the green.
The third guy gets up and sort of randomly whacks the ball. It heads out over the fence and
into oncoming traffic on a nearby street. It bounces off a truck and hits, a nearby tree.
From there it bounces onto the roof of a nearby shack and rolls down into the gutter, down
the downspout, out onto the fairway and right toward the aforementioned pond.
On the way to the pond, it hits a little stone and bounces out over the water and onto a lily pad where it rested quietly.
Suddenly, a very large bullfrog jumped up on the lily pad and snatched the ball into his mouth.
Just then, an eagle swooped down and grabbed the frog and flew away.
As they passed over the green, the frog squealed with fright and dropped the ball which bounced right into the hole for
a beautiful hole-in-one.
Moses turned to Jesus and said, "Next time, leave your dad at home."

